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SUMMER SAFETY NOTES
It’s summer. And hot. You knew that already, didn’t you? Well, of course, but it’s
easy to forget that heat, especially when riding
can dehyudrate a person faster than when
walking, standing or sitting. Dehydration can
bring about all kinds of nasty unwanted consequences. So be sure to stay well hydrated
while riding. This is especially necessary on
long trips. At the very least carry water and
be sure to drink a good bit of it as you go
(there are all sorts of good water bottles and
bags with supply tubes that can be used to
drink while riding. If worse comes to worse,
stop every so often for a good swig. Better
yet, carry one or another type of electrolytic
drink, say, like Gatorade. Perspiring loses
you electrolytes and salt, and that loss can
have an undesirable effect too. Stay hydrated
and keep up the electrolytes.
And then there are those snakes. No, not
the slinky in the grass kind, but the ones made
of tar the road crews used to seal cracks.
These buggers can be slippier than all getout, especially if wet. Ride alert to them, not
to mention such stuff as metal plates in the
road, or oil patches from less than well sealed
cage or truck engines, etc. Bad storms also
have a habit of washing sand or pea-gravel
out of driveways onto the road. Nothing is
more ‘fun’ than to hit a patch of that stuff at
speed, especially on a curve. Keep aware of
the road surface and ride accordingly.
Summer is also when more
‘Donnerwetter’ (Thunder storms) occurs.
Lightening is not a good companion if you
are out on a bike in the wide open spaces. In
a lightning storm, if you can count less than
10 seconds between sight of lightning and
hearing the accompanying thunder, that strike
was less than 2 miles away (5 seconds between sight and sound equals about a mile).
Any lightning 2 miles or closer is an indication that there can be danger of a strike where
you are. Get under a bridge, pull into and
under a gas station overhang and get in the
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AUGUST MEETING INFO
There next regular get-together of the
Four Winds BMW Riders will be our
rally held from Noon Friday, Aug.
16th, 2013 through Sunday Aug. 18th
at the Redbank Community Park.in
Redbank, PA. Directions to the rally
are on the last page, and the map to
the rally location is on the next to last
page. See you there!
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PUBLICATION INFO
The Four Winds BMW Riders
Newsletter is published for
members’ use. Articles’ and pictures’ copyrights are held by
their authors. Author’s permission should be obtained before
any form of republication.
Editor: Ralph Meyer
Deadline: Articles submitted must
be received by the editor no
later than 6:00 PM on the
Tuesday after the club meeting of the month preceding the
month of publication (e.g.,
Aug. Meeting: Aug. 21; Sept.
issue deadline: Tues., Aug.
24th). Articles/Info rec’d after
deadline go in next month’s
newsletter.
Submission information:
E-mail submissions: Send as attachments with “4 Winds Newsletter Article” in the e-mail
‘Subject’ line to:
<meyer@zoominternet.net>
Articles on Disk Media mail to:
Ralph Meyer, Editor
4 Winds Newsletter
6056 Meadow Lane
Bakerstown, PA 15007-9720
Submission formats:
Articles: Send as plain text with
headings and hdg depth defined,
or in Word Processor (e.g., MS
Word) format. Save trees: avoid
paper if you can.
Pictures and graphics: Submit in
JPEG or TIFF format with
clearly marked locations in the
article.
Long articles may be split between
issues.
National Club Affiliations: Four
Winds BMW Riders is chartered club #6 of the BMWMOA
and chartered club #76 of the
BMWRA
Newsletters in color PDF format
are at the Four Winds Site,
www.4windsbmw.org . Download a free Adobe PDF reader
by clicking the ‘Get Adobe
Reader ’
button
at
www.adobe.com and following
the directions thereafter provided.
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MEETING SCHEDULE
2013

ONGOING EVENTS
Breakfast Rides, et al.:

Mark the dates on your calendars, but remember...
All meeting sites are tentative.
Please check the web site and
newsletter for changes and
updates.
August, 2013 — Friday, August
16 to Sunday, August 18
47th Annual Four Winds
Rally!
September, 2013 — Leo
Stanton’s home, 3015 Walton
Rd., Finleyville
October, 2013 — John & Marge
Humphrey’s Home , 125 Deer
Meadows Lane, Valencia
November, 2013 — TBA
December, 2013 — No Monthly
Meeting
January 2014 — Annual Banquet

These rides are free-form. Those
attending decide what they
want to do and where, if anywhere, they want to ride. If you
just want to show up in the car
and have breakfast with fellow
motorcyclists, that’s fine too.

COME! EAT! CHAT! RIDE!
Ride Schedule — Month:

2013 SHACKS
Keep an eye out on the web site all
you lady and gentleman wrenchers
and attendees out there, for any
Shack locations and dates to help
keep us smiling and keep ‘em rolling!

station, or find some other form of cover
(NOT under a tree!). Better to be safe than
sorry. Such storms generally pass quickly,
so your journey will generally not be held up
long.
Ride safe!

Sun, Aug 4 — North at King’s VIP
Drive at I-79 & Rt 910 exit,
10:00 AM
Sat, Aug 10 — West at Bob Evans,
Rt 60 & Campbell’s Run Rd,
9:00 AM
Sun, Aug 18 — South at Eagles
Landing, Rostraver Airport,
Rte 51, 10:00 AM
Sat, Aug 24 — East at Dick’s, Rt
22
Westbound
Side,
Monroeville, 9:00 AM
If you’re going to a breakfast
ride, you might want to notify others: It’s not necessary,
but it’d be nice to let others
know you’re going to a particular Breakfast Ride by putting
a notice on the 4-Winds Site
Message Board’s Breakfast
Ride section saying so. That’ll
help save a rider from discovering too late that no one else
is going that day. The Breakfast Ride’s URL is: http://
www.4windsbmw.org/forum/
viewforum.php?f=9 . Be sure
to erase your post after the ride
if you can so the board doesn’t
get cluttered.

<-------Picture sent in by Walt Halaja

INFORMATION ABOUT A
GREAT ARTICLE ON GROUP
RIDING
sent in by Ron “ReddyK” Latkovic
“How to Form Your Own Biker Gang--Get
Your Group On”
By Jerry Smith, Photography by Kevin
Wing & Adam Campbell
Motorcyclist, August, 2013

FOUR WINDS BMW RIDERS
JULY 20, 2013 MEETING MINUTES
Location:
Board Attendance:

Water’s Edge Pub, Bridgeville
Sean Barrett, Ralph Meyer, John Humphrey, Tim and Diane Pears

The meeting was called to order by President Sean Barrett at 12:50 pm with 16 people present. Threat of rain
and heat kept us inside off the scenic deck for the second year.
Officers Nominations Report: Need to present a slate of officers for election by Sept. mtg. at Leo’s. Some
of the officers are willing to stay on. Sean is retiring — need someone to step up as President. If
you are interested in helping in any position, please inquire!
Website Report: Given by Diane Pears. Almost ready. Members will have to register for Forum and extra
secure registration for “Members Only” section. Will be mobile compatible, which means compromise and
sacrifice of some features.
Our Rally Report: Vince Giannetti said that many items are completed. We still need
Coffee & Drinks Person
Field Events Person
Gate Security Team
Vince and some others are going to Redbank to look in the trailer next weekend. People are invited to
arrive Thurs. night before the rally start Fridayto help with set up. The Board approved purchase of another
canopy.
Leo Stanton gave a report on the amenities and features available at Pioneer Park Campground, where
Laurel Highlands rally is held for a possible new location. Bethany Furey is investigating other potential rally
sites. If anyone has a suggestion for a potential rally site, let us know.
Diner Hunt Prizes:
Ralph reported many diner photos are coming in. There will be prizes for the first three
places as follows: General Visa cards in the amounts of $50, $30, and $20.
New Business – Paul Cronin’s Passing: Former Four Winds President and long-time Shack wrenching
session coordinator, Paul Cronin succumbed to cancer. Visiting hours are tomorrow, funeral is Monday. Our
sympathies go to his wife, Willa, and Four Winds member son-in-law George Blackham.
Logo Reflective Decals & Business Cards: Only one sticker left. Need to order more. Reminder to put 4
Winds business cards on all BMW bikes you see. Sean has supply.
MOA Mailing to Our Area: The MOA will mail or email any local club’s informational literature to their MOA
membership list one time, but to no more than 50 zip codes that we provide. Allegheny County has 77 zip
codes. Need to figure out which ones to give them with the most potential for prospects. Must decide whether
to email at no cost, or print and postal mail our tri-folds, which could have more impact.
Welcome Visitors & New Members: Joe and Amy Martin. Friends of Tom Meyers who joined us for the
Tygart Lake weekend and live near the airport.
50/50 Drawing: Won by Don Chembars
September 21st Meeting: Leo Stanton’s home in Finleyville.

SUBMITTED BY,
TIM PEARS
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JULY MEETING PICTURES
These are pictures from the our club meeting at the Water’s Edge Pub, Beaver, PA. Shot by our fine photographer, Ron “ReddyK”
Latkovic.
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NORTH BREAKFAST RIDE
7/7/2013
Ralph Meyer
The day at first dawned bright and cheery,
But came weather and its clouds looked leery.
Yet some drops from the latter stopped no one
From gathering for food and the usual fun
At our favorite front room at The King’s
.....Family Restaurant, that is...
On VIP Drive
Sakes alive!
Among the happy gatherers were two of us sporting new rides:
Jack Bramkamp with a beautiful red F700GS, and Dave Manfredo

with a new 90th year special edition black metallic R1200RT with
all the bells and whistles. The rest of the 15 of us that rolled in and
nearly filled the front room of King’s Family Restaurant at VIP Drive
off Rte 910 were John Allen, John and Joann Barr, Frank Beatrous,
Tom Furey, Walt Halaja, Bob Hall, Carl Hartz, Ron Kranz, Ron
Latkovic—our fine indoor photographer and B-Ride Net poster (with
many thanks for the fine pictures accompanying this bit of screed),
Dave McLaughlin, Ed Tatters, and me. Several of the usual crowd
were missing either due to work, being out of town, or some other
form of snazzlefratz that prevented their hopping the bike and enjoying some of King’s fare and the usual informative and entertaining
tire kicking and discussion of matters motorcycling et al.
In any event we had a good time as is obvious from the fact that
we didn’t make it to the bikes until close onto noon. While enjoying

On the Net...

Have you found a neat location on the Internet? Send the URL in with a brief description of what
it’s about to the editor and we’ll post it here for the benefit of your fellow riders...
Note: copy or type the underlined link into your browser’s URL textbox and hit ‘Go’ or ‘Enter’ to go there.
Our Four Winds Site, what else??? http://www.4windsbmw.org . And always remember never to forget, you can get this and
past color copies of the Newsletter in PDF format there! Check it out if you haven’t already done so.
NY Times slide show and article on motorcycles and motorcylists: http://travel.nytimes.com/2013/04/14/travel/
where-the-rumble-meets-the-road.html.

FOR SALE
Please note: If you sell your item, please notify the newsletter editor so it can be removed from this list.
25” tall Cee-Bailey Windshield for F800ST - Clear. Already has Velcro strips for attaching EZPass Transponder. Asking
$125.00, OBO. Contact: meyer@zoominternet.net .
Big Al Vangura’s Kymco for sale: W:e are selling Big Al’s Kymco Scooter. If you are interested or know anyone that would
want to purchase this scooter, please contact us or pass this message on. This is a 2009 Kymco 250 Ri Scooter. We are asking
$3,500 or best offer - It has on it 19,940 miles, and includes an extra long wind shield, Special brake light, cover, and Top
trunk. If interested, please call: 724-736-2884 or 724-557-0802. Dee Vangura. Please see the pictures of it and its accessories on page 16 of the March newsletter.
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the dull roar of conversation, ReddyK (Ron Latkovic) handed around
some copies of the new, very nicely done Four Winds BMW Club

enjoying King’s comestibles, who popped in with some handouts
about the upcoming Shriner’s Poker Run the Sunday following (14
July). Usually we’re notified early on of this ride but this year something must’ve fallen through the cracks. In any event, the North B-

brochure, a bunch of which now reside at European MCs of Pittsburgh for handing out to purchasers of bikes there as invitations to
Riders have now become aware of it. It’s always, from past experience, a good (if often rather loud—lots of Harleys, you know) ride
with fine food and entertainment to top it off at the end. Hope some
of the folks will have been able to make it.
Following our enjoyable Brunch we congregated outside for pictures by the bikes—Walt always takes two, just in case somebody
isn’t appropriately smiling or has their eyes shut dreaming where
they’ll be riding in the next half hour on one or another of the snaps
(or, for us older futzes, semi-starting on our post-brunch nap???). In
any event, after the outside picture at the bikes showing off the two
new ones with their proud owners, we all peeled off in various directions for some more two wheeled pleasantries. A nice and fruitful
way to enjoy a Sunday morning while avoiding any ‘circumferential’
diminution (one must go some to get a King’s delicious breakfast
under 700 calories—it can be done, but who wants to?) See y’all
down the road and at the next meeting!

RALPH
come and enjoy the club with the rest of us, and some Rally postcards one can give to fellow riders as an invitation to the upcoming

DINER CONTEST PRIZES

August (month—not demeanor) activities at Redbank. Our bikes
were also spotted by a member of the local Shriners who was present
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And here you thought all that riding looking for good food wouldn’t
be rewarded, did you? Well, what about all those Hamburgers and
French Fries you ate on the hunt sustaining yourself on the ride with
people food while keeping your favorite Beemer fed with Beemer
comestibles: fine Dinosaur go juice to keep it happy and its wheels
rolling joyfully along? But Fear not. Your club board just voted to
add to the goodies resulting from finding Diners by nice rewards to
the top finishers. The top three finishers who were firstest, secondest,
and thirdest with the mostest diners found will receive, respectively,
Visa reward cards of $50, $30, and $20 that these hunters can spend
at their convenience anywhere they wish. The Summer is progressing, and there are diners out there to be got! Go to it!

LAUREL HIGHLANDS RALLY PICS
With many thanks to the photographer, whomsoever s/he was. (Editor: on submitting pictures, it helps to put youir name as part of the
picture filename(s)--just a wee note for future reference.)
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RALLY VOLUNTEER REQUEST
From Rally Chair, Vince Giannetti
We still need volunteers for the following tasks. In the past they
were called team leaders, but I need people to take responsibility for
these jobs. You may do them yourself, or get people to help you.
They are essential tasks to make the rally run smoothly.
The names next to the task indicate people already taking responsibility.
a.. Registration John or Marge Humphrey
b.. Clean and tidy. Make sure bathrooms have toilet paper and
paper tiles and clean
c.. T shirt sales Ken Kucel
d.. Security. monitor entrance
e.. Registration set up and tear down. Set up tent and make sure
all registration materials, cash register are present. Put signs on
road.
f.. Coffee. Set up and make coffee every morning, and have all
supplies available for cold water, water for tea.
g.. Donut runner. Make run on Sunday morning at 6:30, and have
donuts in shelter for departing riders.
h.. Seminars. Make sure the carousel building is set up with
chairs and AV equipment for seminars.
We will hold seminars in the carousel building, and all organized
riders will leave from the registration area.
I am assuming Nancy, Tom and Bethany will go up with me the
night before the rally to stuff registration packets. That would be a
good time to start setting up the registration tent. There are other
details that still need to be addressed, but these are the big items.

Beside the B&B on the banks of the river are two brand new
small cabins with a separated bedroom, two bunk beds out in the
main living area, kitchen and bath. Sleeps 4. $150 per night.
Ten minutes away is a school that is being remodeled into apartments and motel rooms. Five motel rooms are available with microwave and refrigerator. One room has a full kitchen with living room
and large sectional couch which could sleep one or two people, and a
separate private bedroom. The school/motel is out in the country
with a security gate and perimeter fence. There are three or four
unfurnished apartments with kitchen, bath, separate bedroom, and
large carpeted living room area where people could use their own
sleeping bags and mattresses. $50 per night.
B&B, Cabin, and Motel Prices:
The price for B&B rooms is $50.00 per night (no breakfast),
cabins is $150.00 per day (sleeps 4), motel rooms are $50.00 per
night, and we have seven new apartments (with showers )that people
could sleep on the floors.
For reservations, contact the owner, Mr. Glen Shick. This is his
email address: ProShot@comcast.net. His phone and text number
is 814-229-7890. He is good at email and texting promptly. He’s
an extremely busy businessman.

DIANE
Here is a picture of the large historic home that has now
been remodeled into a Bed and Breakfast. Note the large
porch in front.

Please email me at motoski50@gmail.com, if you are willing to
take responsibility for one of these tasks. If more than one person
volunteers for a task, you can split the labor and cooperate. I would
rather have more volunteers for help and back-up than none.
Thank-you for your consideration in advance,

VINCE

EXCITING NEWS-NEW RALLY ACCOMODATIONS
NEAR OUR RALLY SITE!
By Diane & Tim Pears
Editor’s note: Tim and Diane rode up to New Bethlehem the
Sunday after our July Club Meeting to check out accommodations
that would be closer to our rally site for those who don’t care to
camp. This is what they found. The pictures accompanying this
information will give you an idea of how nice these digs are!
...Many thanks to Tim and Diane for checking these out!!!
New accommodations are available in New Bethlehem much closer
to the rally site for those who would like a roof over their heads, but
don’t want to travel as far away as Clarion and Brookville.
Five Minutes away — straight across the river from the park – is
an old historic home being renovated into a beautiful Bed and Breakfast. Beds will be ready in time for the rally, but breakfast will not,
therefore we get a much reduced price this year. There are 8 bedrooms with one Full size bed per room and private baths. Huge
porch, decks, and birds nest cupola with view of the river. $50 per
night.
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This picture is of the back of the Bed and Breakfast,
showing the large deck and gazebo that is attached to the
house. (The Gazebo is the round thing at the right of the
covered deck.)

This is a picture of one of the bedrooms in the B & B
shown on the previous page.

There are several of these cabins on the grounds of the B
& B that are rentable and include cooking facilities.
Interior pictures are below.

This is a view of the interior of one of the cabins. Note the
sink and what looks like possibly a cook top and perhaps
microwave.

This is a view of the interior of one of the cabins from the
other end of the main room. Bathroom is on the right and
double bunk on the left.

This picture is of the school that is being remodeled into a
motel with apartments and rooms. The owners hope to
have it available for some occupancy by the time of the
rally.

Here is an interior picture of one of the single rooms in
the school/motel.
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THE WAY WE WERE
BACK WHEN (AUGUST 2003 ISSUE)
Prepared and sent in by “Cap’n” Walt Halaja. Thanks, Walt!
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The way we were, continued
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MORE TOM MYERS WEEKEND PICS
Sent in by John Ritter

RELIABILITY REPORT: BMWS
From Diane Pears
In a motorcycle reliability survey, Consumer Reports National Research Center, in a poll of 4,000 plus motorcycle owners, found that
almost one of three BMW owners reported a “major problem” in the
previous four years. Only about one in ten Yamaha owners had problems during that time period, followed closely by Honda and Kawasaki
owners. Harley-Davidson was close to BMW’s count with some one
in four owners suffering a problem. ABC News quoted CR’s Eric
Evarts as saying, “Part of it is [that] bikes that were loaded with
gear, with bags, with accessories, had more problems with those kinds
of things.” BMW and Harley owners, however, proved among the
most satisfied with their bikes. When asked if they would buy their
bike again, about 3/4ths of Harley owners, BMW owners, and Honda
owners said they definitely would. Only about 60% of Yamaha and
Kawasaki owners said the same. Rik Paul, Auto Editor of Consumer
Reports, said, “Reliability is one of many factors consumers might
consider when purchasing a motorcycle. However, other factors like
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sculpted lines and rumbling engines also strike the right note among
motorcyclists.” CR reported that among repairs needed the survey
indicated that the most trouble was with accessories such as lights,
instruments, switches, and radios (21 percent), brakes (20 percent),
the electrical system (16 percent), and the fuel system (15 percent).
Most of these were inexpensive. Three quarters of these repairs cost
less than $200 out-of-pocket. Consumer Reports mentioned one trend
in BMW’s favor: the availability of antilock brakes (ABS). CR
pointed out that BMW Motorrad pioneered this safety feature with
the first ABS equipped motorcycle in 1988 and was the first manufacturer to make it standard on all its motorcycles last year. According to the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety, bikes with ABS
are a bit more than a third less likely to be involved in a fatal crash:
obviously a worthwhile and potentially lifesaving functionality. The
full CR report is now available to subscribers online and can be
found in the May issue of Consumer Reports, which was out the end
of this past March.

ON THE ROAD AGAIN
by Ron Kranz
Saturday, July 13, 2013 I begin my motorcycle ride to the BMW
Motorcycle Owners International Rally. The rally opens July 18, 2013.
This is a large event of 6,000 plus attendees. Just as Goldwing,
Harley, and other brands have the same, so do we BMW riders.. The
exception being how you arrive is not important. Simply bring money.
My first MOA Rally was York, PA. 1989. Riding my 1971 R75/5. I
rode this same motorcycle to the Indian Nations Rally OK during the
80’s. Then, in 1991, I bought a new R100RT BMW. Followed that
by a new 2003 K1200GT BMW. The MOA has the mileage award
program. I used the latter two motorcycles for my plus 200,000 miles
award. I could use my /5 mileage for my 300K award, but it is not
important.
Note my 5 days early departure before the rally begins. I need to
ride plus 2,500 miles to Salem, Oregon. It was 2010 when I rode to
Redmond, OR for this same event. I rode Hwy 20 across then. No
advantage to doing this, so will ride I-80 this time. Will detour through
John Day, OR and Redmond, OR to reminisce. Unusual for me is to
motel for this rally. Knowing this is wrong not to be in the rally.

Simply a visitor. My reasoning is after the rally to ride along the
Pacific Ocean to San Francisco, CA. I have ridden from San Francisco to San Diego along the ocean., but never in the northern CA
with Redwoods area. Using a trailer makes travel so much easier.
Does cost in gasoline though, 8-10 mpg.
As in long rides before, the ritual remains the same: uip at 5am
to ride 500 plus miles, 10-12 hours. The same as going to work each
day. Could not be an Iron Butt rider. As for the Iron Butt Rally this
link will provide information of their progress.
http://www.ironbuttrally.com/IBR/2013.cfm I suspect they return
to Cranberry Marriot Friday?
This link is for the BMW MOA Int Rally
http://bmwmoa.org/TheRally.aspx
Is any one else planning for ride?

RON
(Editor’s note: Ron sent this to me too late to make the July
Issue, but I thought it a pretty neat ride description, though a bit late
for the rally itself, so put it in this issue. Enjoy! --The ‘Camper’ is
a real rider and then some!)

4 WINDS RALLY LOCATION MAP
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Four Winds BMW Riders
c/o Ralph Meyer, Editor
6056 Meadow Lane
Bakerstown, PA 15007-9720

DIRECTIONS TO THE RALLY:

HOW DO I JOIN
FOUR WINDS BMW
RIDERS?
To join, come to a meeting and introduce
yourself. Meetings are listed here in the
Newsletter and in the schedule of events
on the Web Site, www.4windsbmw.org.
Membership dues are $15 per year for primary membership, and $7.50 per year for
associate members residing in the same
household as a primary member.
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August 16, 12:00 PM through August 18 at Redbank Community Park,
New Bethlehem, PA. Rally cost: $35 includes camping, Saturday evening
Pig Roast; RV Camper hookup extra; Day Pass (without Saturday Pig Roast)
$15, Pig Roast $10 extra if on Day Pass.
From U.S. East: Take I-80 West to the Brookville/Rte 36 Exit, Exit # 78.
Turn South (Left) out of the Exit onto Rte36. Go straight through the
stoplight by the Sheetz at Rte 322 and continue South onto Rte 28
eventually through the little town of Hawthorn. Past Hawthorn look
for 4th Avenue on your right (there will be a BMW sign on the left
pointing to it) about 17.3 miles from I-80 exit # 78. Turn Right into 4th
Avenue to the park and Rally.
From U.S. West: Take I-80 East to the Brookville/Rte 36 Exit, Exit # 78.
Turn South (Right) out of the Exit onto Rte36. Go straight through the
stoplight by the Sheetz at Rte 322 and continue South onto Rte 28
eventually through the little town of Hawthorn. Past Hawthorn look
for 4th Avenue on your right (there will be a BMW sign on the left
pointing to it) about 17.3 miles from I-80 exit # 78. Turn Right into 4th
Avenue to the park and Rally.
From Pittsburgh: Take Rte 28 (Allegheny Expressway) North. Continue
North on Rte 28 through New Bethlehem. About 2.4 miles after the
Rtes 66 & 28 jct. stoplight in New Bethlehem, turn Left into 4th Avenue to the park and Rally. A BMW rally sign will be on your right
across from 4th Avenue.
Latitude and Logitude Co-ordinates of the Rally for use with GPS devices: N41.01437 W79.29241

